Consider homomorphisms φ: X -* Y and ψ: Y -> Z, where φ is open and N-to-one, ψ is almost periodic. In the paper by R. J Sacker and G. R. Sell, it was shown that, under a certain condition on the phase group, the composition ψ ° φ: X -» Z is almost periodic (provided that Z is trivial and X is minimal). In this paper almost periodicity of ψ ° φ is studied under connectedness conditions on the fibers of ψ. For instance it is shown that if ψ is almost periodic with connected fibers than ψ φ is almost periodic. If ψ is locally almost periodic with locally connected fibers then φ ° ψ is locally almost periodic. X
The impetus for this research came from [SS 74], where it was shown an open iV-to-one extension of an almost periodic flow was an almost periodic flow again as long as the phase group was semicompactly generated (i.e., there is a compact K c T such that every open V 2 K generates T). In [MW 76 ] this result was strengthened to the relativized nonmetric case, while a connection was made with connectedness conditions on the fibers. This resulted in the theorem that, for a semicompactly generated phase group, minimal distal flows with O-dimensional phase space are almost periodic. In [W 75] it was shown, without conditions on the phase group, that an open 7V-to-one extension of a connected almost periodic regular minima flow was almost periodic. Various results along this line are obtained in [B 75 /79] and [R ?] with respect to manifold flows and Lie group extensions; but the conditions imposed on the phase groups and phase spaces are rather strong, mostly due to the perspective of applications.
DOUG C. McMAHON, JAAP VAN DER WOUDE AND TA-SUN WU
This paper is concerned with replacing the phase group assumption by a connectedness assumption on the fibers of the basic almost periodic extension, such that after extending by an open Af-to-one extension we still have an almost periodic extension. Minimality is not always assumed.
In §1 we establish some notions and notations and list some known results for the convenience of the reader. Section 2 treats the problem without minimality requirements and the main result are 2.2 (absolute case for connectedness) and 2.5 (relativized case for locally connectedness). Under the assumption of minimality we prove the relativized version of 2.2 in §3. Open N-to-one extension of locally almost periodic locally connected extension are studied in §4. And finally, we give some counterexamples in § §5 and 6. In addition, §6 contains some results on the regional proximal relations in a suspension of a flow. This paper results from joint efforts of the authors during the visit of the first two authors to Case Western Reserve University in the Spring Semester of 1984.
1. Preliminaries. Although we assume basic knowledge about topological dynamics, as can be found for instance in [GH 55] and [E 69], it seems useful to review some of the basic notions and establish notation.
Throughout the paper we fix a topological group T and we consider (left) actions of T on compact T 2 topological spaces (X with unique uniformity Ql x ). A homomorphism φ: (Γ, X) -» (Γ, 7), or just φ: X -» 7, is a continuous surjection that commutes with the actions of T on X and 7. Such a homomorphism φ is defined by and defines a closed Γ-invariant equivalence relation R φ on X, R φ ' = {(x v x 2 )\Φ( χ ι) = φ(x 2 )}. Let R φ C\Ql x denote the relative uniformity. Given a homomorphism φ: X -> 7 the following closed invariant equivalence relations are considered: , or (x l9 x 2 ) e P φ iff (x l9 x 2 ) e R φ and there are * λ e T with t λ (x l9 x 2 ) -> (3c, 3c) for a certain x e X; the proximal relation for φ.
Q φ := Π{TaΠR φ \a e V x } 9 or (x l9 x 2 ) e Q φ iff (x l9 x 2 ) e R φ and there are t λ e Γ, (xι 9 x 2 ) e R φ with (xι 9 x 2 ) -> (^i ?^2 ) and ^(^^2) -> (3c, 3c) for some x EL X\ the regionally proximal relation for φ. 2s φ : the smallest closed invariant equivalence relation in R φ that contains Q φ ; the equicontinuous structure relation. Then φ is distal (proximal) iff P φ = Δ^(P φ = R φ ); and φ is almost periodic iff Q φ = Δ x or equivalently iff for every a e ^x there is a β <Ξ <% x with Γ(jβ Π i? φ ) c α. If 7 is trivial we denote P X9 Q x and E x . Note that in case 7 is trivial (the absolute case), almost periodicity for φ (or just X) is equivalent to the existence of a syndetic subset B a Q T for a e <% x such that B a X c a(x) for every x e X Another important closed invariant equivalence relation for φ is
Then Rc(φ) defines maps fc: X -» X/Λc(φ) and 0: */Rc(φ) -> 7 such that φ = θ o fc, where f c has connected fibers and θ has totally disconnected fibers. There exists a universal point transitive flow S τ for T that acts as a semigroup on every flow X for T such that 7JC = S τ x. The minimal left ideals in S τ are all isomorphic and they are isomorphic to the universal minimal flow M for T, and M acts as a semigroup on X such that every minimal orbit closure Tx in X is just Mx. A point with a minimal orbit closure is called an almost periodic point. Let / be the collection of idempotents in M. Then J Φ 0 and x e X is an almost periodic point iff x = ux for some u e /.
If X is a flow for Γ, then X induces a flow (Γ, 2 X > where 2 X is the collection of nonempty closed subset of X, endowed with the Vietoris topology. A subbase for the open sets in the Vietoris topology is formed by the sets of the form Denote the action of S τ on 2 X by " ©" ? the circle operation. For the convenience of the reader, we now state some results that are known or easy to prove. 1.1. Note: If φ: X -> Y is an open iV-to-one extension, then φ is almost periodic.
1.2. LEMMA. Let φ: X -» 7 <zra/ ψ: Y -* Z be homomorphisms of flows. If R φ is clopen in R φoφ then Q φ = Q φoφ . In particular, if R φ is clopen in Rψoψ and φ is almost periodic then ψ ° φ is almost periodic.
Proof. Since R φ is clopen in R φoφ , there is an α 0 e °U X with Γα Π i? ψoφ c R φ and so 7^Γή~R^ = Ta Π R φ for every α c α 0 . Hence The next Theorem (1.3) is a non-minimal version of [MW 76] 1.3. THEOREM. If φ: X -> 7 is an almost periodic extension and ψ: 7 -> Z is open and N-to-one, then ψ ° φ is almost periodic.
The next theorem is just a restatement of [MW 76 ] 2.6. in the nonminimal case. Remember that φ: X -> Y is a quotient group extension if there is a bitransformation group (T,W 9 K) with K a compact Γ 2 topological group acting freely on W such that (T, Y) -(T 9 W/K), and there exists a closed subgroup L of K such that (Γ, X) -(T, W/L) and φ: (T, X) -> (*, 7) may be identified with the canonical quotient map (T,W/L) -*{T 9 W/K).
(T, w, K)
-> (r, JF/A:) -<r, 7)
1.4. THEOREM. // φ: ΛΓ -> Y is a quotient group extension with totally disconnected fibers, then φ is the inverse limit of open finite-to-one extensions φ N : X N -> Y (where N is the size of the fiber). D
We end this section with a lemma that is basic in all results to follow, namely 3.3 from [MW 76 ]. We provide the proof for the convenience of the reader since the proof in [MW 76 ] had an unfortunate although not severe gap. The Lemma is purely topological. Let α^ G ^ be such that α^(Λ>) -^ and a y = α^ Then t^:= ΠlΦtα/ xp]!/ = l,...,iV} is an open neighbourhood of y in 7. Choose j> 1? ..., y n in 7 such that 7 = U{ U y ,\ j = 1,..., n} and let a: QΠ{* yj \j = l,. ,n}: with α = a~\ Since Δ^ c U{ί/^ X U y . \ j = 1,..., n} there is a δ G Φ^ such that (j^, j;') G δ implies (y, y') ^ U y X U y for some y G {1,...,«}. Choose γ G ^X with γ c a and define *:= {(^9j0 e ^X ^l{^} Xφ"(/)Πγ# 0 for every xef (^)J.
Since φ is open, φ ad is continuous, so the map
is (lower semi) continuous, so again by openness of φ it follows that v e <% γ (hint: look at (γ Π R φ )* 9 subbase open in 2 R *).
)) e C/^ X ί/^ for some 7 e {1,...,«}; so for certain A:, L e {1, ...,#} we have (JC, JC') e α^(x^) X lίkΦL then (JC,X') £ α. For: suppose (JC, *') e α then So W£nW£φ0, contradicting the choice of V y/ If k = L, then (x,x')' e W*'x W*. Since (φ(x),φ(x')) e " there is'an x" e Φ"Φ(Λ:') with (x, x") e γ, so
x" e γ(jc) c α (x) c a' φ since Wy -> V y is one to one it follows that x' = x" and so that 2. The nonminimal case. In this section we discuss two situations in which an open iV-to-one extension of an almost periodic extension is almost periodic. The results do not require minimality for the flows involved (except for Z in Theorem 2.5). In the minimal case we can give a relativized version of 2.2, which immediately covers the minimal case for 2.5. This will be done in §3.
First we need a lemma; the proof depends on [Sh 76] 1.4. Note that in the proof of [Sh 76] 1.4 only pointwise almost periodicity of the factor space Y is required (iii => ϋ).
LEMMA. Let φ: X -> Y be an almost periodic extension and let Y be pointwise almost periodic. Then for y = uy e Y and for every a e <% x there is an open neighbourhood Uofu in M such that Ux c a(x) for every
Proof. Choose γ, ίGf^ with δcδcγ = γ" 1 Cγ 2 Cα. Choose finitely many x t e φ^(y) such that φ*~(y) c Uδ(x,). Since φ is almost periodic, the closed set e(x y ) Dφ^(y) is an almost periodic point in 2
Define U = C\U i9 then U is an open neighbourhood of u in M. Let xGf (y). Then for some z, x e δ(jC ) Π φ*~ (j). So tfrc t ί Since Λ; e δ(x z ) c γ^ ) and γ = γ" 1 we have x i e γ(x). Hence
In the proof of the next theorem we use the same basic technique used in 1.5 of [W 75].
THEOREM. Let Y be an almost periodic flow with a finite number of {connected) components and let φ: X -> Y be an open N-to-one extension.
Then X is an almost periodic flow.
Proof. First note that X is distal and pointwise almost periodic and that X has a finite number of components, say X=U{C(
Let γ e tfί x be open. We show that there is a syndetic subset B Q T such that Bx c y(x) for every x e X, which in turn shows the almost periodicity of X.
Let a e ^ be as in Lemma 1.5, and without loss of generality let γ c α. By Lemma 1.5 we can find β e <% γ such that ( Since (Φ(x),Φ(to)) = (Φ(X),Z>Φ(Λ:)) G )β (construction of 5), it follows that(jc,6x) e γ (Lemma 1.5). So^(6)= {xe C|(i,^)Gγ} and ^4 (6) is closed. By the connectedness of C, we have C = A(b\ i.e., to G γ(x) for every x e C. Since this holds for every ieΰ and every Cfx,.), it follows that Bx c γ(x) for every x e X D 2.3. COROLLARY. Let φ: X -> Y be a quotient group extension with totally disconnected fibers, let ψ: Y -> Z fee almost periodic with connected fibers and let Z be finite. Then X is an almost periodic flow.
Proof. Since Z is finite, it follows from 1.3 that Y is almost periodic and since ψ has connected fibers, Y has a finite number of components. By 1.4, φ is the inverse limit of finite-to-one extensions φ N : X N -> Y. From 2.2 we know that every X N is almost periodic and so X = invlim Xî s almost periodic. D Note that Theorem 2.2 is not valid in the nonminimal relativized case as is shwon in example §5. If connectedness is replaced by locally connectedness, however, relativization is possible.
Before we come to the theorem we need the following lemma. 
Proof. Since Z is minimal and ψ is open it is easily shown that i? ψ = Γ(ψ*~ (z) X ψ*" (z)). Choose open sets U έ in Y such that FJ f = U ι; Π ψ*"(z), and let t/ = U{^ |/ = 1,...,&}. Let μGΦ y be such that [For every y & U choose an open neighbourhood U y of y with ί^ Π ψ"" (z) = φ.ThenU{C^X U^i = l,...,k} uU{U y X U y \y £ U) e Φ y .] By almost periodic there is a μ' e ^y with Γμ' Π R^Q μ. Let j e 7, we show that (y, y) e int Λ W^. Suppose (j;, j) ί int Λ ίF. Then there are nets (yl yl)
Hence (y\> yl) ^ μ for λ > λ 0 . After passing to a suitable subnet, (ylyl)e JJ j X ί^ for a certain 'e {1,..., A:}. But as V j Π ψ*"(z) = V } it follows that (^J,^χ) e W^ contradicting the choice of (^, j^). Consequently, (y, y) G int Λ ίΓ; thus ψ If Y is minimal, R φ = Γ({j 0 } X ψ*~(z)) for every y 0 e ψ""(z). So let j 0 e F, let μ e ^r be such that {^0} X μ(.y 0 ) Π i? ψ c {j 0 } X K Let μ' € Qlγ be such that Tμ f Π Λ ψ c μ. We show that (y θ9 y 0 ) e int^ J^. By minimality of Y it follows that Δ y c int Λ W, so W e °U γ Π R r Suppose (y 0 , y 0 ) € int Λ W. Then there is a net >> λ e ψ*"(z), t λ & T such that 'xCJo* Λ) ~* (Λ» Λ) whiIe (Λ» Λ) * ^ τhen *x( JΌ> yύ G /*' eventually so (j> 0 , Λ) G M eventually. But then y λ e μ(y 0 ) c F, so (j> 0 , y λ ) e F X V Q W. This contradicts the choice of j> λ . D
The following is a relativized version of Theorem 3 of [SS 74]. As seen in §5, the condition that Z be minimal cannot be dropped (or even weakened to Z having a trivial action). Thus we have " c " the containment " D " is trivial. Denote τ(vj X Vf by Pj(i,L).
By (i) and (ii), So there is a γ' e % x with γ'cγ such that Let F = {(7, /, L) I γ' Π P,(i, L) # 0} and for /= (7, z, L)eF denote P f := Pj(i,L). Then γ' Π R φoφ c UfP/l/eί 1 }. Since P 7 is closed and Γ-invariant and F is finite, it follows that (iii) Tγ' Π 2? ψoφ c U{ P 7 1/ e F}. We claim that (iv) PfQTyfλ /? ψoφ for every /e F. Indeed, let / = (j, i, L) e F. Then 0 ^ γ' Π P 7 c γ n P f , say ^(jc^ x 2 ) e γ for some t f e Γ, (3c x , 3c 2 ) e ^'
x Vj* As ίy ίJc^ x 2 ) is an almost periodic point, there is a (dis- Proof. By 1.3, ψ = θ ° ξ is an almost periodic extension, and obviously, ψ has a locally connected fiber. By 1.4, φ is the inverse limit of open finite-to-one extension φ N : X N -> Y. From 2.5 we know that ψ ° φ N is almost periodic, hence ψ ° φ is almost periodic. D 3. The minimal case. In this section we confine ourselves to extensions of minimal flows and we prove the relativized version of 2.2 (3.2). In doing so we need the characterization of the regionally proximal relation for distal extensions of minima flows as stated in 2.6.1 of [V 77].
The proof uses J^topology techniques.
For details about ^topologies we refer to [V 77] or [Wo 82] Ch. Ill, VIII.
In the following <% x denotes the neighbourhood filter of x in X, and u is an idempotent in M, the universal minimal flow for T. In the next lemma we use the same technique used in 2.2. 
Proof. Let x •-> y »-> z, a ^ tfί x as in Lemma 1.5; γ = γ" 1 e °lί x with γ c γ c a. Let β ^ °U Ύ be for a and γ as in Lemma 1.5. Since ψ is almost periodic, there is a neighbourhood U o of u in M such that U o y' c β(j/) for every y f e ψ*~(z) (Lemma 2.1). Since ψ^(z) is connected and φ is JV-to-one, φ*~ψ^(z) has finitely many components, say Since γ is open, ^4, (6) is open in C t . Also, ^4^(6) is closed in C{.
Let x G C, be such that (x, fojeγc a. Then φ X φ(x, bx) = (j, 6y) G /? (bu G t/ 0 ). Hence, by Lemma 1.5, (x, bx) G y U α c , so (x, bx) G γ. So i4,.(6) = {x G C Z |(X, Z?X) G γ} and as γ is closed, A t (b) is closed.
Since C z is connected and A f (b) Φ 0, a^b) = C z . It follows that k G γ(jc) for every jeGU^C^fψ^fz). Let (x 1? x 2 ) G γ Π Φ^ψ^ί^) X φ"ψ""(z) and let Z? G B(U). Then (6x^6x2) = (fe^xjo (x ι ,x 2 )o(χ 2 ,bx) G γ 3 . For a certain λ x we have (x, x λ ) G γ for every λ > \ v Since also t λ u ~> w, there is a λ 2 such that t λ u e £/ for every λ > λ 2 . Hence / λ e B(U) for every λ > λ 2 . So for every λ > max(λ l9 λ 2 ) we have t λ e J5(ί/) and (x, x λ ) e γ. Consequently, by (*), ί λ (x, x λ ) G γ 3 for every λ > max(λ 1? λ 2 ), and so (x, x f ) = lim^λ(x,x λ ) G γ 3 . Since γ may be chosen arbitrarily small, it follows that x = x'; i.e. βψoψfx] = {x} Since ψ °φ is a distal map it follows that Q φoφ = Δ x , which shows that ψ <> φ is almost periodic. D 3.3. COROLLARY. Let φ: X -^ Y be an almost periodic extension of minimal flows with totally disconnected fibers and let ψ: Y -> Z Z?e #H almost periodic extension with a fiber ψ*~(z) having finitely many components. Then \p °φ is almost periodic.
Proof. Let Rc(ψ) c i? ψ be the closed invariant equivalence relation that identifies the points in the same component (cf. [MW 76] 2.3.) . Then θ: Y/Rc(φ) -> Z is open with a finite fiber, hence 0 is finite-to-one, and K: Y -> 7/i?c(ψ) has connected fibers. Since an almost periodic extension of minimal flows is a quotient group extension (e.g. [MW 76 ] 1.1) it follows that 1.4 that φ is the inverse limit of finite-to-one extensions. But then, by 3.5 and an inverse limit procedure it follows that K ° φ is almost periodic. So, by 1.3, ψ ° φ is almost periodic. D Note that 3.3 also covers the case where some fiber of ψ is locally connected. For a locally connected compact T 2 space has a finite number of components (compare 2.5).
Let φ: X -> y be a distal extension of minimal flows. In [MW 76 ] 3.7, modulo the non-metric version of the Furstenberg structure theorem [MW 81] , it was shown that the quotient map X -» X/E φ has connected fibers, as long as the phase group is semi-compactly generated. In 3.4 we replace the group assumption by the assumption of X/E φ -» Y having a fiber with finitely many components. From this it follows that φ is connected iff X/E φ -> Y is connected.
3.4. THEOREM. Let φ: X -> Y be a distal extension of minimal flows. If θ: X/E φ -> Y has a fiber θ*~(y) with finitely many components, then K: X -> X/E φ has connected fibers. In particular, φ: X -* Y has a fiber with the same amount of components as θ*~ (y).
Proof. Let Rc(θ) be the connectedness structure relation for θ and let Z = X x /Rc{θ) where X x = X/E φ . Then, as in the proof of 3.3 Z -> Y is an open N-to-one extension (N is the amount of components in θ *~ (y)), and X λ -* Z has connected fibers. Since φ: X -> Z is distal, it follows from the Furstenberg structure theorem that there exists a tower {φjg: X, -* Jζj |0 < j8 < a < v) of height v with X o = Z, ^ = */£ ψ , X, = X and φ" +1 : X α+1 -> X α is almost periodic. Moreover, if φ a : X -> X α , X α+1 = X/E φ , so φ" +1 is the maximal almost periodic factor of φ a .
By transfinite induction we show that ΦQ\ X a -» X o has connected fibers for every a < v. We know already that ΦQ has connected fibers. Let a be an ordinal and suppose φβ: X β ~> Z o has connected fibers for every /? < a. If α is a limit ordinal clearly φg = invlim{φ^|^β < a] has connected fibers. If a is not a limit ordinal then ΦQ' 1 : X a _ λ -* X O has connected fibers. Since φ^_ λ is almost periodic, the induced map (Φa-ι) c ' XJRc(φl) -> X^i/iϊcίφg-1 ) is almost periodic ([MW 76] 3.7). But X^/Rciφl-1 ) -X o , so JΪΊ factorizes over X a /Rc(φ a 0 ). Hence, (φ^i), has connected fibers. Since X a -> Z α /i?c(φQ) has connected fibers, so has φ%. Consequently, φ\: X -* X λ = X/E φ has connected fibers. Moreover, φ v 0 : X -> Z has connected fibers so φ has a fiber with TV components. D 4. Local almost periodicity. In the previous sections we have seen that under certain connectedness conditions on an almost periodic extension ψ, the extension ψ <> φ is almost periodic for an open TV-to-one extensions φ. It is only natural to ask whether or not something similar holds for a locally almost periodic extension ψ.
Example §6 shows that just connectedness for ψ is not enough, neither is the assumption of the phase group being semi-compactly generated. But it will turn out that (in the minimal case) locally connectedness for ψ suffices.
Recall that a map η: X -» Y is highly proximal iff η is irreducible (η[A]= Y implies A = X) iff /,τj*"(y) converges to a singleton in 2 X for a certain net {ί y } in T 9 in particular, u ° η*~(y) = {ux) for every x G η*~ (y). An extension φ: X -* Z of minimal flows is locally almost periodic iff φ = £ ° η where £: Y -> Z almost periodic and η: X -> 7 is highly proximal [MW 80 ].
For details concerning highly proximal extensions we refer to [AG 77], [AW 81] and [Wo 82] Ch. IV, and for local almost periodicity (of maps) to [MW 72 ] and [MW 80 ], (Note the terminology of [MW 80 ] is "almost equicontinuous" instead of "locally almost periodic", 1.12 and 1.15 if [MW 80 ] yield the above characterization).
First we are concerned with interchanging an open Λ/-to-one extension and a highly proximal extension. Proof. First we show that for every z e Z the fiber (ψ°φ)^(z) consists of N components and that points in different components are distal:
Let y = u°ψ^(z). Since φ is N-to-one and open, we can choose an open neighbourhood U y of y and open neighbourhoods U x i such that UJ ^ U y9 for every / e (1,..., N}. Then for some t close to u in S τ we have /ψ 4 " (z) c U y9 and note that /ψ*~ (z) = ψ*~ (/z) is connected.
Define C t = r\U x i Π φ~x~(tz)). Then φ*~ψ*~(tz) = U^f|ι = 1,..., N] and, since φ\ Uχi is a homeomorphism, every tC i is connected. Since the UJ can be chosen such that their closures are disjoint, the /C/s are just the components of (ψ ° φ) *~ (tz). Hence {C, | / = 1,..., N] are the components of (ψ°φ)^(z). Note that φ[C i ] = ψ^(z) for every /€E{1,...,#}.
Let JC X e Q and x 2 e C 2 , choose x' 2 e C 2 such that <£(.*!) = Φ(x2) Then (x 1? x' 2 ) is a distal pair. Suppose (x v x 2 ) e ^ Λen there is a minimal left ideal / and ai G/ with υx λ = vx 2 . Since ι;oψ^(z)=J^for some y ^ Y, v° U^C, = φ^j (φ is open!). So every v < > C z is a point (v o d is connected!) (*)
Hence UJC 2 = UX 2 ; but then υx λ = UX 2 = υx 2 , and x x = x 2 which contradicts the fact that C λ Π C 2 = 0.
Define η: X -> X/Rc(\p © φ) ? then η identifies exactly the points in each component. By (*) it follows that η is highly proximal. Let ξ: X/Rc(ψ °φ)-> Z; then, obviously, £ is an JV-to-one extension. Also £ is distal (and so open), since any pair of proximal points in X/RC(ψ ° φ), comes from a pair of proximal points in X which must be in the same connected component by the above. D
As the technicalities in the proof of 4.4 obscure the basic idea, we will ilustrate that basic idea by first proving an absolute version of 4.4 that is slightly stronger. Note it is easy to see that if X is proximal and locally connected then it is connected. 4.2. THEOREM. Let φ: X -» Y be a proximal homomorphίsm and let Y be almost periodic. If X is locally connected then φ has connected fibers. (X not necessarily minimal.) Proof. Suppose φ*~ (y) is not connected. Then there are open sets U λ and U 2 in X such that U λ n U 2 = 0 and Φ*~(y) c U x U U 2 . Choose x. (Ξ φ" (y) n Ui and let (W,H>) e T(x l9 x 2 ) (φ is proximal!) Let {W λ | λ e Λ} be a neighbourhood filter base at w consisting of connected open sets. Then there are / λ e T with t λ (x l9 x 2 ) e W λ X fF λ . Since /^W^ is connected and /^W^ Π U t Φ 0 it follows that i'x^xXi^i U ί/ 2 ) # 0. Choose w λ e ίF λ such that y λ := tχ l w λ e /^W^Xίt/! U ί7 2 ). Then y λ -> y G U λ U ί/ 2 while w λ -> w. Hencê This shows that υ e β^jcj. Since P x = O x = R φ , it follows that ί; e φ"( y). But then ϋ e ί/ x U ί/ 2 , which was not the case. This contradiction shows that φ*~ (j) is connected. D Before we can show that the highly proximal extension that is part of an open locally connected locally almost periodic extension has connected fibers we need the following lemma. This contradiction shows that (x,x) G int Λ oφ^( ίFX H^Π i? ψoφ ). Since
x was arbitrary it follows that Δ x c int Λ T(W X W Π iϊ ψoφ ). Let zGZbe such that (ψoφ)*~(z)is locally connected. For μ G °U X and χG(ψoψ) < -( z ) choose connected closed neighbourhoods W x u of x in (ψ o φ) *-( z ), with W^ c μ(x). Then there is a finite collection {W* \ i = 1,..., n μ ) such that Since ψ 4 " (z) = U{ Φ[ί^] | i = 1,..., n μ ), there is an i μ e {1,..., n μ } with V* ^ 0 in ψ 4 -(2).' Define W μ := Wξ. Take a subnet of 9t such that xe(ψoψ) *~ (2), and note that if w μ e PF μ then w μ -»3c in (ψ Φ) *" (2). By Lemma 4.3, Γ^" X JF" n i? ψoφ ) e <tt x n Λ ψoφ . Note that proximality of φ and the fact that U/ 1 Π φ*~ (y) Φ 0 imply that Δ x c r(l/f X ί/ 2 μ Π Λ ψoφ ). Hence Say * μ (w{\w£)e ί/fx U£ Γ) R φoφ . Then, after passing to a suitable subnet, ί μ (wf,w^) -> (x l9 x 2 )\ where x, e φ"(j), and (wf,w£) -> (3c, x). Since / μ H^ is connected and 0 Φ t μ W μ Π Uf Q t μ W μ Π #; it follows that /^ ί^U f/ 2 ; say ί^ e t μ W μ \ U λ U t/ 2 for some υ μ e ΪT μ . Let t μ v μ -+ v and note that ϋ μ -> 3c. Also, note that v <£ U x U l/ 2 . But then (^O "* (ϋ,^), while (ϋ μ ,wf) -> (x,x). Soίi;,^) e β ψoφ ; but, since ψ o φ is locally almost periodic, Q φoφ = P xP o φ = P φ -Hence (1;, x x ) e P φ , so yE ^(.y) c ί/j U ί/ 2 while ϋί ί/jU £/ 2 . This is a contradiction, showing that φ^ (j) is connected. Proof. Let ψ: Y -» Z be given by η: 7 -> W^ highly proximal and £: W -> Z almost periodic. By Theorem 4.4, η has connected fibers. Then, by Lemma 4.1, n°φ = a°β, where /? is highly proximal and a is open and N-to-one. So £ ° a is almost periodic by 2.5. Since ψoφ = £oηoφ = £ © a o β, it follows that ψ <> φ is locally almost periodic. D 4.6. COROLLARY. Lei φ: ^ -> Y" fee α« almost periodic extension of minimal flows with totally disconnected fibers and let ψ: Y -> Z be locally almost periodic with locally connected fibers, then ψ ° φ is locally almost periodic.
Proof. After noting that an inverse limit of locally almost periodic extensions is locally almost periodic again, this follows in the same way as 3.6. D 5. Example related to 2.2 and 2.5. We give an example showing that 2.2 cannot be relativized without further restrictions on the "smallest" flow Z ({*} in 2.2.) and that 2.5 is not true without the minimality condition on Z (even Z semisimple is not sufficient).
We were unable to prove or disprove the relativized case for 2.2 where Z is minimal.
We construct an open 2-to-one extension φ: X -» Y and an almost periodic homomorphism ψ: Y -> Z with connected locally connected fibers, such that ψ ° φ: X -> Z is not almost periodic. So X = y is a collection of ellipses with decreasing small axes, converging to an interval. For each n e N define homeomorphisms f n , g n and h n on X,Y and Zby .//I sin0 Λ\ (1 -sin(0 + τr/2) , Λ , ,ã nd /" leaves the rest of X fixed; sin0 and g n leaves the rest of Y fixed; h n leaves all of Z fixed.
Let T be the free group generated by N and define the action of T on X, Y and Z by the homeomorphisms /", g n and h n . One checks readily that φ is well defined, continuous, 2-to-one and open. To see that φ is equivariant note that 1 sin0 -\\ _ 111 -sin(0 4π n' n ' // \\ n' w sin20. ΛΛ \ //I sin20 Define ψ: y -> Z be projection on the first coordinate. Note that each g n is an isometry, so that Y is almost periodic and hence ψ is an almost periodic extension. Remark that Y is not connected so 2.2 itself is not in danger, but ψ is fiberwise connected locally connected.
We show that ψ ° φ: X -> Z is not almost periodic by showing that (0,0, cos( τr/4)) and (0,0, cos(3ττ/4)) are regionally proximal with respect to ψ © φ.
Define a homeomorphism ίonlas follows: Fix a basic clopen subset W of Y such that φ[ W] Π W = 0. Define then ξ: (X,θ) -> (Γ,φ> is open and 2-to-one, where ξ is defined by
In order to see that X is minimal, recall that Y consists of two circles, say S + and 5", and that the basic clopen subset W of Y has the form (a + ;b + ) U [a~;b~) 9 where (a + ;b + ) and [Λ~, 6") denote intervals in S + ,
Note that θ(a' 9 l) = (Φ(fl"),0) as α"€= ^ but 0(α + ,O) = Since Ydoes not have periodic points φ(a~) and φ(a + ) are both inside or both outside of W under positive powers of φ. So under positive powers of θ they are in the same (0 or 1) level of X, hence (a~91) and (# + , 0) are proximal under positive powers of θ.
Similarly, (a + , 1) and (a~, 1) are proximal under negative powers of 0.
6.6. REMARK. With notation as above. X is a minimal Z-flow and X is not locally almost periodic.
Proof. Since Y is minimal and £ is open and two-to-one, X is the union of at most two minimal subsets. If X is not minimal then X = X λ U X 2 where X t is minimal.
Since (α~, 1) is proximal to (α + , 0) as well as (α + , 1), all three points have to be in the same minimal subset, say in X v But both X λ and X 2 project onto Y; so if (α + , 1) G Z 1? (α + , 0) has to be in X 2 which is a contradiction. Hence X is minimal.
In order to show that X is not locally almost periodic, it suffices to show that P x is not an equivalence relation. If it were, then (α + , 1) and (α + , 0) were proximal, but as they are identified by ξ they are distal. D By now we are able to give the example showing that mere connectedness is not enough in 4.5.:
Let (R, X) 9 (R, Y) and (R, S) be the suspensions of (X, 0), ( Y, φ) and (S 9 a) 9 where (Y,φ) -> (S 9 a) is the highly proximal map of (Y,Φ) onto the irrational rotation (S 9 a). By 6.5, S is equicontinuous, η is highly proximal, so Ϋ is locally almost periodic and | is 2-to-one.
Moreover, as R is connected and X 9 Ϋ and S are minimal, they are connected. However, as P x is not an equivalence relation, P x is not an equivalence relation either. So X is not locally almost periodic.
